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PURPOSE
The main purpose of this study is to calculate energy power generation capacity from the
Bosphorus currents from the Black Sea towards the Marmara Sea in Istanbul City. This article first assesses the data for its reliability and then extraction of the basic current features
through a suitable model at the area of given records and then prediction of current features
at the target area. After the data reliability studies a regional model based on the spatial features of the given data based on almost 100 different sorties between approximately Sarayburnu and Üsküdar on both directions a spatial model based on stochastic methodology has
been developed for the purpose of prediction of current speeds at different depths within the
target area. All the steps throughout this project are explained in the following sections. The
turbine type, design, location and power generation calculations and predictions are outside
of this report, which must be also studied in detail based on the speed values d their spatial
distributions as obtained in this report.
Key words: Bosphorus, current, energy, Istanbul, model, power.
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Introduction

Sea and the Marmara Sea, respectively constitutes a natural hydraulic system for regional water exchange under the influences
of hydrologic and environmental conditions.

Istanbul is one of the largest city in the
world and it is commercial, trade and tourism capital of Turkey. It has been established
about third century B.C. and consequently it
is one of the oldest settlement areas in the
world. There are currently about 12 million
people living in this city which constitutes
about one seventh of the whole country. Additionally, 40 % of the total industrial activities within the country are concentrated to
this city.

Especially, the two layer flow in the Bosphorus hydraulically regulates inflows and
outflows to the adjacent sea bodies, but in
the meantime such a flow system carries
also kinetic energy potential through current flow speed especially at the top layer.
In such a system the major world city of İstanbul is also affected by intense navigation
systems.

The location map of the Black Sea-Bosphorus Straight-Marmara Sea is shown in
Figure 1 as an intercontinental basin between Europa and Asia. The Bosphorus is
nearly 31 km in length, and its width varies
between 0.7 and 3.5 km with a mean depth of
35 m and a maximum depth of 110 m. In the
Bosphorus a sill of about 33 m depth occurs
at approximately 3 km north of the southern end with another one near the Black Sea
which is located at the 60 m depth with the
average width of 4 km.

As a result of salinity differences the bottom flow is from the Marmara Sea toward
the Black sea, and due to the hydraulic conditions as higher sea surface elevations in
the Black Sea cause the reverse flow on the
surface of Bosphorus. The Mediterranean
Sea flow enters the Black Sea throughout
the seasons with few short interruptions. It
is certain that there are different time and
special scales flow characteristics varying from the smallest turbulent eddy to the
mesoscale and cyclonic movements in the
system. It is now well known that the bottom flow into the Black Sea helps to carry
the pollution into the Black Sea basin provided that carefully designed deep outflows
are given to the bottom flow of the Bosphorus. Otherwise, the surface flow toward the
Marmara Sea causes large scale anticyclonic
local circulation at the right of the outflow
in the southeastern Marmara coastal area of
İstanbul. It is also well known among many
that whether the current speed at the top
layer may have potential for energy generation. Although there are scattered information and confusion about this point, however this report presents the first concise and
scientific document for energy generation
from the Bosporus current speed in general
and in the suggested area near Üsküdar in
particular.

Black Sea

Bosphorus straight

Target area

Marmara Sea
Figure 1 Bosphorus Straight

The Bosphorus Straight with its northern
and southern connections through the Black
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Location
Although there are many potential sites
along the Bosphorus Straight for energy
generation due to many restrictions by different national regulations and international agreements concerning navigation such
locations could not be authorized for current speed energy generation. After many
months’ consultations and field trips the lotion shown as target area is decided on by
the authorities for current energy generation
potentiality as in Figure 2 enclosed by red
lines. Its detailed location is presented in
Figure 3 on the Asian side of the Bosphorus near Üsküdar long the Salacak coastal
area. In general this area is subject to a narrowing effect on the Asian side and it seems
that at the northeastern corner of the target
area the current speeds are expected to have
the highest values and at locations close to
the coast he speeds are expected to reduce.
However, this subjective and expert view
must be documented through an extensive
measurements, modelling and predictions
based on this model.

Figure 3. Detailed location at Asian side

Black Sea from the direct precipitation and
rivers confluences. Consequently a barotropic pressure gradient is the main cause of
the flow dynamics in the upper layer flow.
On the other hand, due to salinity difference
a baroclinic pressure difference is the main
driving force of the flow in the bottom layer.
Since the geometry of Bosphorus is not uniform but has many side bays, especially the
upper layer flow appears in two parts. The
major part makes its way towards the Marmara sea similar to a river flow with dead
regions or turbulent eddies in the adjacent
bays where water flow is more stagnant and
not suitable for current speed energy generations However, the target area in Figures
2 and 3 have a unique position away from
such very stagnant locations.

Measurement
sorties

Hydrometeorological Conditions
Regional meteorological patters indicate
two distinctive climatic effects with winter
and summer conditions. The winter period
is considered from October to March, inclusive. During this period the average annual
precipitation amount is about 900 mm and
the air temperature range on the average
from 5 °C in winter to 25 °C in summer. It
is expected that within a day the temperature
changes may fluctuate in the range of 2-10
°C. The Bosphorus area including Istanbul

Figure 2. Target area location in the Bosphorus

There is a two-layer water exchange
through the Bosphorus Straight as a unique
example in oceanography. The surface elevation difference between the two ends of
the Bosphorus cause upper layer flow because of the net fresh water input into the
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city is under the transition zonal climatic effects of the Mediterranean Sea pattern from
the south and Eurasian continental effects
through the Black Sea from the north. Winter patters is dominated with the passage of
cyclonic systems from the west and northwest. During the winter period there are
on the average 35 cyclonic systems which
generate most of the rainfall occurrences
over the city and therefore replenishment
of its surface water resources in a number
of surface dams and regulators. According
to Trewarthe (1968) there are three eastward cyclonic movements, namely, in the
north from the Balkan peninsula towards the
eastern Black Sea, in the south over the Aegean Sea and finally from the Aegean Sea
towards the Black Sea. All these cyclonic
movements become effective over the study
area and they penetrate eastward. Each one
of these cyclonic movement might continue
on the average for several days.

lower layer. The flow system in the Bosphorus is affected by the Black Sea and Marmara Sea basins which are affected by rather
different climatic conditions inter-annually.
For example, fresh water inflow into the
Black Sea is subject to large seasonal and
inter-annual variations; the seasonal fluctuations in the confluence rivers and especially
by the Danube river. As observed by Sur et
al (1993) such a variation occurs by a factor
of 3 between dry and wet years.
The Bosphorus upper layer enters the sea
of Marmara in a jet-like flow and forms an
anticyclonic eddy on the European coastal
area of the Marmara Sea and the scale of this
eddy varies with strength of the outflow and
the prevailing winds (Ünlüata, 1990).
Istanbul Bosphorus Straight has a location
as a part of unique oceanographic features
of the world including its direct connection
with the Black and Marmara seas. Indirectly, this Straight is in hydro dynamical and
ecological connection with the Aegean and
Mediterranean seas and the Black sea confluence rivers and especially the Danube
river which discharges the pollution loads
of the eastern European through many countries. In the Straight a two-layer flow system prevails with the upper layer flow from
the Black Sea due to elevation difference
as a result of hydrological input excess to
this sea and the northerly wind system. On
the other hand, the bottom layer flow is dependent on the pressure difference because
of the density changes. Blockages of flow in
either layer occur under sufficiently strong
and sustainable winds but such episodes are
infrequent and not long lived.

Occurrence of continuous northerly,
northeasterly of occasional northwesterly
winds all help to accumulate water rise towards the Bosphorus entrance from the Black
Sea and consequently the surface flow from
the Black Sea in the Bosphorus towards the
Marmara Sea is enhanced during the winter
period. Of course, the only cause of such a
surface flow is not the wind effects but more
significantly the hydrological balance of the
Bosphorus Straight which has more inflows
to the Black Sea region than more outputs.
Since many small and especially large scale
rivers such as Danube bring huge volumes
of water from the European continent towards the Black Sea.
The blocking of the upper layer occurs
more often in the fall and winter months and
during these periods the surface flow reverses. As Beşiktepe et al (1994) states about 25
% of the Mediterranean water influx is entrained into the upper layer, and about 7 %
of the Black Sea water is entrained into the

Available Data and Treatment
Bosphorus exhibits a complex flow system with considerable temporal and spatial
variations. Especially northerly and southerly wind systems during the winter season
causes changes in the flow structure in the
4

Nmber of measurement points

Bosphorus. Depending on the wind direction, when the wind speed is intensive, local
blockages occur either in the upper or bottom flow layer. These cases may also lead
to accumulation in the water pollution and
deterioration in the water quality standards
at least in the nearby bay areas. It has been
stated by Ünlüata et al (1990) that there are
occasional considerable nonlinearities in the
position of the interface between the upper
and bottom layer flows and consequently increased vertical mixings which may be related to internal hydraulic jumps and/or lee
waves. These features is more densely observed in the southern end of the Bosphorus
where the Golden Horn is located and unfortunately it is even polluted worse than any
other part of the Istanbul coast. This Straight
has a two-way passage as the southward the
passage of cold northerly winds and northward the passage of cyclones from the Aegean sea towards the Black sea.

Number
Figure 4 Sorties and measurement numbers

A set of sea current measurement raw
data provided by the Minister of Transportation, scattered over an area of the Bosphorus Strait close to the targeted one, will be
disclosed to the successful organization to
which the service provision will be assigned
in order to allow the data processing. The requested service is to meet the specifications
detailed in the table in the following section.
The service supplier will provide the results
of the raw data processing and will then derive sea current simulation values in the target area depicted in Figure 2 or 3 producing
local current map. Measurements are taken
during sorties along the thick red lines in
Figure 2 in two direction from southwest to
northeast and then from northeast to southwest. Figures 4, 5 and 6 show the number of
sorties each with corresponding number of
measurements, actual sortie traces and average sortie directions, respectively.

Figure 5 Actual sortie traces

Figure 6 Average directions of sorties
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Model Predictions

Target area
2005-03-11 14:1:03 Northern current speed (cm/s)

cm/s

Depth (m)

It is possible to draw cross-sections and
the speed distribution along each sortie but
herein only some representative cross-sectional speeds are given for visual inspection
prior to model establishment. Figures 7-9
present three such cross-sections and speed
distribution with the convenient legend of
velocity values.
Target
2005-03-11 12:04:31 Northern current speed (cm/s)

cm/s

Depth (m)

Measurements

Figure 9. North direction current speed (cm/sec) on 200503-11 at 14:11:03

Model Construction
It is obvious from Figure 4 that the sortie
northeast ends extend almost to lower corner of the target area. The model developed
here is based on the spatial stochastic (statistical probabilistic) features, which may be
summarized as follows.

Measurements

Figure 7. North direction current speed (cm/sec) on 200503-11 at 12:04:31
Target area

1. Measurement at each depth (from 1 m
to 10 m as requested in the project agreement) are considered spatially over the sorties area as shown in Figure 4,

cm/s

2. Pixels (small boxes) are laid over the
whole sorties area where measurements are
made and then average seeds in each pixel
are calculated as the representative of this
pixel and the result is as in Figure 10. This
gives the ability of seeing spatial measurement performance prior to model construction.

Depth (m)

2005-03-11 12:22:17 Northern current speed (cm/s)

Measurements

Figure 8. North direction current speed (cm/sec) on 200503-11 at 12:22:17
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oped model as for its match with the measurements is done on location A as shown in
Figure 12. Other three locations within the
target area do not have any measurement
like many other locations. In all these four
locations model predictions are available.

P

Target area
boundary
Figure 10 Spatial modelling and gridding

For instance, Figure 11 indicates just one
sample for pixel operation at 1 m depth over
the study area.

B

C

D

A

Figure 12. Model prediction locations in the target area

Figure 13 presents the correspondence
between the measurement and prediction
results and i is clear that the mode results
follow closely the measurement profile and
all the predictions stay within one standard
deviation area.

Figure 11. Pixel speeds at 1 m depth

3. Spatial variability and variation features of current speeds are calculated by
looking at partial spatial statistical parameters as if the speeds are spatially independent from each other, which is the case in any
classical statistical and probabilistic analysis,
4. Independence assumption in the previous step is checked weather this is the case
for current measurements at hand and it is
found that there are spatial correlations between the pixel current value and the model
is constructed on this basis. However, it is
noticed that such a correlation checking and
identification must be done for each depth
and they show differences.
5. The spatial stochastic model developed
on the pixel pattern is extended over the
target area and the first check of the devel-

Figure 13 Measurement and model prediction profiles at
location A
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In Figure 14 the prediction profile at location C is also given and it is to be noticed
that as the depth increases the current speed
decreases

Figure 16. Speed vectors within the target area at 10 m depth
Figure
16. Speed vectors within the target area at 10 m
depth

The general inspection of these speed
vector layers at different depths indicates
the following points.
Figure 14 Measurement and model prediction profiles at
location C

1. In each layer the speed vectors have
the maximum magnitude at the northwest
corner (NWC) with the minimum speeds at
southeast corner SEC),

Other profile figures are provided in Appendix – A. It is obvious that at almost 15 m
below the sea surface the current speeds approach to zero indicating the boundary between the bottom and upper currents in the
bosphorus.

2. As the depth increases the speed vectors decrease, especially at the SEC, but at
the NWC there are still significant speed
components,
3. In general there is a decrease from
north to south and from west towards east
over the study area.
Figure 17 presents the current speed along
north direction within the study area pixels on the condition that at least 1 m/s and
1.5 m/s velocities are available, of course,
on the average. In this report 1 m/s is considered as the minimum required speed for
energy generation from the current speeds.
Hence, these figures may also be referred
to potential current energy generation locations. Herein only potential locations are
given at 1m, m and 10 m depths.

Figure
15. Speed
vectors
within the
areaarea
at 1 mat
depth
Figure 15.
Speed
vectors
within
thetarget
target
1m
depth

After having confirmed the validity of the
proposed spatially stochastic model it is now
possible to generate scientific predictions at
any other location within the target area. Of
course, the target area is also covered with
the same size of pixels for the predictions
so as to maintain the same spatial pattern
over the measurement and target areas. Over
the target area the general picture of current
speed is given in different formats. First of
all, the speed vectors are shown in Figures
15 and 16 just at 1 m and 10 m depths.
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Figure 17 Potential current energy locations within target area at depths 1m, 5 m, and 10 m, respectively

It is possible to deduce the following significant potential current energy generation
points from these figures.

the target area decreases significantly,
3. Again the best energy generation locations are invariably near the NWC of the
target area,
Finally consideration of the whole target
area various risks at different levels are calculated and shown a few samples in Figures

1. At each depth potential current energy
generation possibilities are more for 1 m/s
speeds than 1.m m/s,
2. As the depth increases the potential
current energy generation sub-area within
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Measure

c

a

c

Figure 18 Risk at different levels

In the assessment of risk levels the most
suitable probability distribution model appeared as the Gamma distribution with two
parameters as α and β, which are given in
Figure 18 for each case with the measurement pattern. It is obvious that Gamma
model gives a good fit for risk assessment
of current speeds. Probability on the vertical axis is equivalent to risk level. Risks are
provided on the vertical axis at 5%, 10%,
20% and 50% levels. For instance, at 5 %
risk level at 1m, 5 m and 10 m depths are
1.34 m/s, 1.07 m/s and 36 m/s, respectively. At the same risk level the current speed
and accordingly energy generation become
smaller. Similar interpretations can be extracted for other risk levels.
Target Area Bathymery
b

The Bosphorus is a long sea strait connecting the Black Sea and the Sea of Marmara (Figure 1). It has very small depth/
length ratio making its flow structure more
complex than other similar straits on the
10
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world. It is 31 km in length and 1.3 km in
average width at the surface (0.6 km at the
narrowest section). Although its average
depth is about 40 m there are many sections
with depths varying between 100-120 m.
There are also two sills at the southern entrance (2 km away from the entrance where
the depth varies between -28 m and -34
m) and the northern entrance (lying like a
narrow and long channel at the Black Sea
entrance) (Özsoy et al., 1988 and 1998).
Özyavaş (2009) has presented the bathymetry of Bosphorus as in Figure 19, where the
target is also shown.

Figure 20 Target area bathymetry

The following points are to worth to notice from this figure within the target area.
1. In accordance with the northern component of the current speed the total depth
is the maximum at NWC of the target area,
whereas it decreases towards the southern
part of the same area,
2. The maximum depth near the NWC of
the target area reaches to about 20 m, with
the minimum about 5 m or less at the SEC,
Conclusions And Recommendation
1. The Bosphorus currents may reach up
to 3 m/s during winter and spring seasons,
with varying degrees depending on the meteorological conditions of the day,

Target area

Figure 19 Bosphorus bathymetry

Finally, the bathymetry of the study area
is extracted from the numerical values provided by Seyir ve Hidrografi ve Oşinografi
Daire Başkanlığı (1992). The numerical
depths from mean sea level are provided in
Figure 20 for the target area.

2. The target area for current energy generation possibility is delimited near Üsküdar
along the Salacak coast as shown in Figure
2,
3. A spatial stochastic is established on
the basis of pixels over the measurement
area as in Figures 10 1nd 11. After the model
verification it is used to predict the current
speeds within the target area with the same
pixel sizes,
4. Current speed variation along several
cross-sections are presented and it is seen
that as the depth form the mean sea level increases there is decrease in the speed values,
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5. Within the target area current speed
variations are given at each meter starting
from 1 m down to 10 m,
6. Potential current speed energy generations possibilities are indicated at each depth
as for 1m/s and 1.5 m/s or more speeds,
7. Risk graph are also provided for the
assessment of speeds over the whole target
area. Risks at provided on Figure 18 at 5%,
10%, 20% and 50% levels,
As recommendation under the light of
the given current speed values and locations
within the target area, it is advised to make a
proper turbine design, modelling and calculation with the objective of having the optimum energy generation.
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